
 

Money  
31 March 2020  (3+1+3+2+2=11, 1+1=2, today is a special day because of eleven, the second in a cycle of nine) 

 

The Committee speaks without a Q&A session to provide background, perspective and advice 

about money. 

 

"Greetings, blessings, good feelings and joy to all we wish, to whom these words and presents 

might come. Grateful we are for your attention, for an opportunity it supplies for us to attempt 

assistance. This a gift you give to us, and thankful we are.  

 

We wish to discuss the favorite human social lubricant, money. Many contacts and 

communications between and among humans involve it, its absence changing what you say to, 

with and among each other. Sometimes increasing contacts, sometimes reducing it. 

 

As these words are typed, most humans on Earth are aware of a massive human reaction to a 

virus as are all of you to whom these words come. Sickness and death are having an effect upon 

something humans label the economy.  

 

Curious we find this word use, because economy is understood, absent modification or 

application of the word to a specific thing, efficiency. Using less money to obtain more product 

or service or use. Being economical means choosing to disperse less.    

 

What humans consider a good economy is the opposite; the disbursement of more money is 

almost always what the provider of a physical product or a service wants. When sufficient 

participants in the money flow process do the same, spending more versus less, this is called a 

good economy. Being economical is good individually but works to cross purposes under the 

same name across a human population. 

 

Speculation about unemployment percentages is common at the moment. Sellers have a keen 

interest in this, because it means less customers and less money spent by customers sellers do or 

will have. People earning money from work who lose both, do not typically expect the services 

consumed now to be given away & to them, because they cannot pay. 

 

Ask yourself if you have not asked already, has money completely disappeared? Is less of it in 

existence? Less in your hand or bank account would mean the money you once held in either 

spot has now evaporated like steam, after you paid for something, never to be seen anywhere by 

anybody again? 

 

Where then has the money gone when one fifth, one quarter or one third of the former now 

jobless wage earning workers are not receiving it any loner?  

 

Where we hope to point you who read our words is, money is faith, belief and hope. It is neither 

more nor less. When physical forms of it were limited to finite materials, the ideas of portable 

wealth, currency and cash being located, found, stored and concentrated were formed. 



 

These ideas persist even though money is no longer such a thing, in the majority of its forms of 

existence. Physical cash bank notes and bills now represent a small fraction of cash or money 

available. 

 

The elected leaders of the nation USA have recently chosen to give money to citizen taxpayers. 

Americans are borrowing from themselves, erasing the personal repayment obligation and 

handing to the nation's collective future to pay back. The obligation is erased as incurred.  

 

This money is being created electronically; the vast majority of it will be received and disbursed 

this same way, using the same electronic methods. Other nations are doing the same where this is 

believed possible and not politically dangerous to leaders.  

 

The sum total of all money in this nation USA will increase yet many fewer people will receive 

salaries from work. Explanations employers will offer are less selling, lower sales figures which 

are certainly true descriptions. Yet the money which existed before the reactions to the virus still 

does, and more has been created. 

 

What changes are faith, hope and belief. Because sickness is disliked, death is feared and the 

dividing line between them, where sufficient certainty and control is not visible, are the cause of 

financial retraction. More water but less flow.  

 

If half the money in existence were suddenly to disappear but all prices and payment obligations 

likewise were halved, what would really change? To the other end we suggest what would 

happen if all amounts of money were magically doubled just as all prices and obligations for 

payment were doubled also? Numbers on a screen or page would change but this would not 

create more food or hunger; more wrists and watches or cars and fuel.  

 

The motivator behind, under and around the current human reaction is fear born from the 

unknown or the absence of control perception previously held. Do and can you control your 

surroundings, do other humans control them in spite of your wishes if you object, or is there 

something  ―such as a microscopic virus the presence of which cannot be detected without a 

test & time for the result― which holds sway over all of you humans?   

 

As the effects of the current virus diminish, human belief in safety shall return, the fear born of 

the invisible, difficult-to-control danger will reduce. The habits of yore will emerge and so shall 

hopes for economic recovery, for the water to circulate faster between ocean, lake, land and 

back. Good these increases will be however the respite is that, but no more. 

 

Soon on Earth the absence of physical goods and products humans use & want will do the same,  

apparent again shall be human belief in expectations and your collective faith in other humans' 

continued behavior, compose the foundation of money and its flow.  

 

It can be created faster than its matrix flow follows. The delay or lag will frustrate many humans 

participating in the money game.  

 



 

Our advice and suggestions we offer now. You are not money and never were. The amounts you 

have, expect to get or see in others are but game pieces and tokens. You are much more than 

monetary or pecuniary value, which are a tightly held illusion. 

 

Deep down, ask yourself if you would become much if any different five minutes from now, than 

you are at this instant, if in the meantime you discovered a massive balance in your bank account 

which was not there before?    

 

Would you suddenly become thinner, heavier, weaker, stronger, sleepier, more awake, more 

hungry, smarter, dumber, taller, shorter, less pregnant, more pregnant, uglier, more handsome, 

faster, slower, better, worse, cleaner, smellier, prettier, cuter, angrier, frustrated or lost if you 

discovered the number on a screen now reads CHF 5'345'287 instead of 53.45?  

 

Good day we wish all, do return."  


